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Free School and first brand new school for a number of years. I 
am confident that the school will go from strength to strength.

A very warm welcome to everyone who has joined the Group 
over the last term and congratulations to those who are taking 
up new posts in the organisation from the start of the next 
academic year. I have been particularly pleased that several of 
our new Heads have been appointed from within the Group 
– a great tribute to the strength of our schools and to the 
professional development they provide for colleagues.

I wish you a restful break over the summer and look forward to 
seeing you next academic year.

As we approach the end of the term and the academic year, 
young people and teachers across the Group are waiting for 
their exam results with baited breath. My very best wishes to 
all of you. I know how hard you have all worked to make sure 
that everyone does their best.

This term’s edition of Blue Skies celebrates all the superb work 
which has been done over the term inside the classroom and 
beyond. There have been some stunning successes. I am proud 
to highlight Ashford School’s inspection results, where the 
school was rated excellent or outstanding in every category. 
This follows their nomination of Independent School of the 
Year in 2010/11. You can read more about the Head, Mike 
Buchanan, in the inaugural ‘Talking Heads’ section in this 
edition. Just around the corner from Ashford School, Wye 
School has completed an excellent first year as the Group’s first 
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New Appointments

In March, thirteen Inspectors from the Independent 
Schools Inspectorate (ISI) scrutinised every aspect 
of Ashford School. The result: Ashford School is 
excellent or outstanding in every category. 

Ashford is one of only a handful in the UK to have 
simultaneously received such an evaluation for all parts  
of the school encompassing the Early Years, Junior and 
Senior schools, and Boarding. 

The programme of more than 80 co-curricular activities  
was judged outstanding; the careers guidance in the  
Senior School exceptional; and pupils ‘show excellent  
moral awareness’.

Highlights of the report included:

■  ‘The most able pupils in the prep school develop 
exceptional vocabulary, comprehension and enjoyment 
of reading’;

■  ‘The range of sporting and creative activities is very 
good. There is an outstanding programme of extra-
curricular activities’;

■  ‘Pupils show an excellent moral awareness. They 
welcome challenge and show emotional maturity’;

■  ‘Pupils of many different faiths, cultures and nationalities 
integrate happily together ... They are compassionate, 
self-reliant, confident, articulate and respectful.’

Commenting on the report, Head, Mike Buchanan said:

‘It is testimony to the pupils, children, parents and staff that 
their everyday efforts have been recognised. The outcome 

Ashford School excels in ISI inspection

Manchester Academy 
Andy Griffin has been appointed as 
Executive Principal for Manchester 
Academy, joining the Group from 
Broadoak School in Partington 
which, as part of the dean Trust, 
he has led from being a school 
causing serious concerns to 
‘outstanding’. 

Commenting on the appointment, 
Janet Woods director of Academies 
(North) said:

‘Andy is an exceptional leader, highly experienced and a 
designated Local Leader in Education. He has worked with 

Andy Griffin

United Learning over the past two years helping us drive 
up improvement in Sheffield and is somebody with the 
right skills and commitment to take Manchester Academy 
forward as it continues to improve.’

of the appointment, Andy said:

‘I am delighted to have been appointed Executive Principal 
of Manchester Academy. It is a school which has a superb 
reputation and where results show significant gains are 
made by its students.’
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Wilberforce Primary
Mrs Ann Sheppard has been 
appointed as Principal of 
Wilberforce Primary from 
September 2014. She has 
previously worked at Brampton 
Primary School in Newham, 
which she led to ‘outstanding’, 
and is also a qualified ofsted 
inspector. 

discussing her appointment, 
Mrs Sheppard said:

‘I am very excited to be taking up this role as Principal of 
Wilberforce Primary. The children and staff have made me 
feel very welcome and I look forward to working with them 
for many years to come.’

Ann Sheppard

Seahaven Academy
Mrs Sarah Pringle has been 
appointed as Seahaven Academy’s 
new Principal from September 
2014. Sarah will be joining the 
school from United Learning’s 
outstanding Midhurst rother 
College, where she is currently 
Vice Principal. Seahaven Academy 
became part of the Group in  
April 2014.

Announcing the appointment, Jon 
Coles, Chief Executive of United Learning said:

‘over the past five years, Sarah has been integral to Midhurst’s 
journey to becoming an outstanding school. With fourteen 
years’ experience in senior leadership positions, Sarah is ideally 
placed to build upon Seahaven’s existing strengths and we are 
very pleased to have appointed her as its Principal.’

Sarah Pringle

of the inspection is not a surprise as it exactly reflects our own 
judgments and priorities.’

Looking to the future, Mr Buchanan says:

‘The next step for us all is to achieve even greater consistency 
in providing high level challenge to all pupils and children of 

whatever ability in every lesson or activity, every day, in  
keeping with our approach to Adventurous Learning.’

Congratulations Ashford School. 

Find out more about Ashford’s Head teacher,  
Mike Buchanan, in Talking Heads, page 38
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In pursuit of happiness –  
our first year at Wye School

United Learning’s first free school, Wye 
School, opened in Kent in September 
2013. At the end of her first academic 
year as Principal, Janet Naylor reflects on 
what she has learnt opening the school.  

‘It’s different here. There’s 
a sense of happiness and 
a buzz always going 

 round.’ Alice – Student

When interviewed for the post of Principal of Wye School, 
I promised happiness in response to the five year vision 
question. Since then I have learned that there are no ‘happy’ 
accidents. Happiness is the product of clear philosophies and 
practices and entrusting and empowering others.

‘I love having the freedom and time (in lessons and 
activity sessions) to allow pupils to investigate such a 
vast range of art opportunities. As a result, their work 
has been amazing.’ rebecca – Art.

opening a new Free School has been an incredible 
opportunity to reflect and innovate on a scale most can only 
dream about. We were presented with a wonderful vision 
from the proposer group working with United Learning and 
our challenge has been to realise that. Unhappy people fail so 
we needed to become architects of happiness. 

‘With only Year 7 in the school, small certainly is 
beautiful for us (and the students) at the moment. 
I think we will all be looking at this Wye School 
pioneering year with nostalgia in the years to come.’ 
dan – Premises Manager

In pursuit of happiness, we had to reflect on what we wanted 
from our GCSE students, our A Level students and our future 
leaders, not just consider what we would do with Year 7. 
Some key principles have underpinned everything:

1. We all have to do it;  
2. It has to be easy and replicable; 
3. Everyone has a say; 
4.  If we get it wrong, we have to admit it and change.
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In accordance with Principle 2, these are some of Wye 
School’s secrets of happiness:

1.  Create a Yes culture. Embrace ideas and creativity. Just 
say yes and then work out how you are going to do it. You 
normally can;

2.  Ban things you know do not work. We banned 
detentions, ‘naughty’ names on the board (they 
presuppose children are going to misbehave), hands up 
in class and traditional homework. Each subject does one 
homework project a year, with two for core subjects, and 
up to ten choices a week, with the opportunity to make up 
your own if you do not like any options. The ceiling is off; 
the work is astonishing;

3.  Concentrate on what works. We only ‘do’ effective 
feedback and differentiation for teaching and learning and 
we do it all the time;

4.  Reduce your workload. our ‘Wye 5’ Effective 
Feedback means students can genuinely do most of  
the marking. our Student Voice in Action group has 
meant they have created our behaviour and reward 
systems, organised our transition events, ordered the 
books for our library, created a social area and planned 
numerous events;

5.  Do exciting things. A compulsory enrichment 
programme and policy of employing support staff who 
will contribute to it has led to a timetable which includes 
five languages for Year 7, fencing, philosophy, managing 
allotments, sculpture, knitting, nature club, boxing.

We like things in fives. We have a ‘Wye 5’ for behaviour, 
teaching, inclusion, welcoming visitors. If it is simple, 
everyone can do it. 

We work with everyone who can help us achieve happiness: 
our parents, our governors, our community, our United 
Learning schools. We share and celebrate with them what 
we do.

‘The fact that you embrace change and are open to 
feedback, always strive to do better, to challenge 
areas ripe for improvement - is incredibly uplifting.’ 
– a parent.

does it work? We are about to have inspection number six 
and the feedback has been excellent. We have been widely 
asked to share our practice. our student, staff and parent 
surveys brim with contentedness. Staff absence is virtually 
non-existent. Student attendance is way above national 
average, even for those previously labelled as persistent 
absentees. Progress is strong in all subjects. We are over-
subscribed with a large in-year waiting list. only one student 
left to move to the south-west. She is back and had to 
appeal to get in. 

It is not easy to be happy. our staff motto is, ‘If you  
don’t feel it, fake it.’ Try it yourself. By break, the real thing 
will have kicked in. Now, our new challenge is to grow 
without compromise.

The last word must go to Margaret, our Chair of Governors, 
and the woman who made the school happen. If you know 
Margaret, you will know: a) why the last word must go to 
her and b) why everything I have said is probably true.

‘I am inclined to quote Apollinaire. He said, “Now 
and then it’s good to pause in our pursuit of 
happiness and just be happy.” Well, it’s certainly 
good to pause as we come to the end of a 
supremely successful first year for Wye School and 
be very content to witness dreams coming true for 
so many people, including 91 very happy students.’ 
Margaret – Chair of Governors. 

‘Coming to Wye has 
enabled me to set up 
a department with a 
blank canvas doing 
things because that 
is the best way to 
do them, rather than 
because that is the  
way they have always 
been done’. 
Suzanne - Science
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At the end of the spring term, Ben Parnell, the Principal 
of Glenmoor & Winton Academies, took the step of 
inviting inspectors into the school. As it was two years 
since the previous Ofsted inspection, in which the 
school was rated ‘Satisfactory’, Challenge Partners 
were asked to undertake an independent review to 
assess the progress that has been made in recent 
months, including significantly improved exam results. 
The ‘Mocksted’ scrutinised the school as a whole, as well as 
assessing teaching staff, behaviour and results, as expected 
in an ofsted inspection. After a nerve-wracking two days, 
pupils, staff and parents were delighted to hear that the 
school had been rated as ‘outstanding’ across all inspection 
criteria, with praised areas including pupil achievement, 
school improvement strategies and the quality of teaching. 
The report reflects the dedication and commitment of all 
pupils, staff, parents and carers and other stakeholders linked 
to the two schools.

Highlights of the report:

■  ‘There is a relentless and uncompromising drive to improve 
standards, which is modelled most powerfully by the senior 
leadership team, but also upheld by the middle leaders’;

■  ‘The staff/student relationships are a strength of the 
academies and the students also identify this. They 
believe it enables them to make good progress and they 
feel safe to ask questions as well as make mistakes from 
which to learn’;

■  ‘Teachers have consistently high expectations of students’.

The report also included areas to improve that the school 
can now work on to ensure they maintain this standard and 
continue to improve. 

For more information, please contact Mr Ben Antell, Head of 
Schools, bantell@glenmoorandwinton.org.uk

Glenmoor & Winton 
Academies shine in 
independent review

Principal, Ben Parnell, with pupils
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Northampton Academy is approaching its ten year 
anniversary in its new building. Peter Foster, Head 
of Drama, and Anna Fitzjohn, Head of Music, write 
about their planned celebrations. 

There was great excitement when 
Northampton Academy was built, as it  
 was one of the first three academies in  
the country.

Lings Upper School, our predecessor, had a theatre  
shared with the local community, and today we continue  
to share all our facilities. In mid-July, as a celebration of  
our tenth anniversary,

Northampton Academy Music and drama departments will 
be scaling new heights – our African drummers have chosen 
to play from the rooftop. Not to be outdone, dancers will be 
performing on the canteen bridge, and Sixth Form drama 
and Theatre Studies students will be staging their own 
devised work on staircases in the Academy. These spaces 
being showcased symbolise the growth of the Academy with 
its rising numbers and broadening curriculum. The narration 
tells of the move from three-tier to two-tier education, and 
of the exciting Year 7 to Year 13 Academy we now are.

Co-ordinating this extravaganza, which includes choir, show 
band, gamelan, and a selection of KS4 drama performances 
not to mention a promenade audience led by ‘playing 
cards’, might seem a bit of a challenge. But since we worked 
together on our recent highly successful production of  
romeo and Juliet staged in a 1940s Jazz Café – with a live 
full band on stage – this seemed a natural progression for us 
and the students.

All of the Music and drama staff here are very keen to 
push the boundaries so that students gain a complete 
understanding of performance possibilities. This work 
stretches our technical facilities to the limit, but these 
facilities are what continue to make our building the 
exciting place it is.

our Academy values will be reflected in the confidence and 
ambition of the performers, as well as the creativity and 
enthusiasm which are inherent in such a showcase. All who 
are involved will require determination, and we hope that 
our community audience will come away with a respect  
for our history, and the diversity which they  
have experienced matching the wider 
community that we serve.’

Northampton Academy continues 
above and beyond!

Rehearsals in full swing
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Congratulations to Suzy Pett, Deputy Head of 
English at Surbiton High School, who won a Silver 
Teaching award for Outstanding New Teacher in 
the prestigious Pearson Teaching Awards. 
Mrs Sharon Stead, Surbiton’s Head of English said: 

‘This incredible accolade recognises Suzy as an 
inspirational, innovative teacher whose commitment 
to teaching and learning is quite exceptional. Suzy 
joined Surbiton High School in 2010 on the graduate 
training scheme. Fresh from Cambridge, her passion for 
English literature shone through at interview. It was this, 
combined with her visionary work in Ghana, where she 
set up her own charity Akenkan to promote literacy to 
children in the impoverished Akwapem Hills, that singled 
her out as one superbly gifted.’ 

Congratulations also go to Surbiton’s Science department, 
Sixth Form Team, Andy Pinks and Lisa Keers, who were 
all awarded Certificates of Excellence by the Pearson 
Teaching Awards as recognition for all their outstanding 
work at the school.

For more information, please contact rowan Verity  
rowan.verity@surbitonhigh.com

Surbiton High 
School teacher 
wins award

In May, Oli Tomlinson, Principal of Paddington 
Academy, was invited to 10 Downing Street to 
meet the Prime Minister at a celebration of state 
education. 
The reception was held to recognise the dedication and 
contributions of some of the country’s most innovative 
and outstanding schools.  

Addressing attendees the Prime Minister said: 

‘I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your 
contribution to education in this country.’ 

The PM continued by pointing out that for the first time 
independent schools experience real competition from 
state schools. 

‘State education in England is going from strength to 
strength. But all that would not be possible without the 
work of people like you.’

The Prime Minister highlighted the enormous hard work 
teachers do “to provide children and young people with 
the education they deserve – regardless of where they 
live or what their family’s circumstances are” which it 
is ever so congruent with the values Mrs Tomlinson is 
consistently promoting at PA which include: 

■ The street stops at the gate; 

■ Nothing should stop education;

■ There are no limits, no short-cuts and no excuses. 

Also in attendance at Number 10 were Education 
Secretary Michel Gove, dame Sally Coates, who will 
be joining United Learning in September as director, 
Southern Academies, and Chair of PA Governing Body 
Tristan Pedelty.  

Paddington Academy Principal 
recognised for excellence in 
education at No 10

Suzy Pett, centre, with Sharon Stead, 
Head of English, and Silas Edmonds, 

Head of Senior School
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Pupil Experiences survey

United Learning Primary Choral and Poetry Festivals

Hampshire Collegiate School pupil, Max, is presented with an iPod 
Shuffle, by Deputy Director of Independent Schools, Ian Young

This term we launched our Pupil Experiences survey, 
and were delighted that over 2750 secondary  
pupils participated. 
Thank you to everyone who completed it. You have given 
us a wealth of information about the type and frequency of 
activities you are involved in at your schools, which we are 
now looking at to help us establish what support we can 

Congratulations to all of our talented singers and budding poets who have been taking part in the inaugural 
United Learning Primary Choral Festival and Southern Poetry Festival this term! Look out for the full feature 
in the next edition of Blue Skies.
The festivals have been an opportunity for United Learning pupils to come together to celebrate their talents, to take part in 
exciting workshops from external adjudicators, to learn something new and to have fun!

We are pleased that so many pupils have been able to take part in this from across the country, and very much hope that it 
will be an annual event that we can make even more spectacular next year!

For further information, please contact Lucy Ashlee lucy.ashlee@unitedlearning.org.uk
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on winning, Max 
commented: 

‘I was so 
surprised to 
win; I had 
forgotten that I 
had entered. My 
class were really 
excited for me. It 
was a really nice 
thing to win.’

provide in the future. 70% of pupils told us that they take 
part in activities at least three times a week, and the majority 
said they would like to take part in activities which enabled 
them to meet pupils from other schools within the Group. 

Pupils who completed the survey were entered into a 
competition to win an iPod Shuffle. Congratulations to  
Max doyle from Hampshire Collegiate School who won!
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We are very excited to launch our group wide App 
competition! We have partnered with 7billionideas to 
promote entrepreneurial spirit, innovation and team 
work across United Learning schools, and introduce 
participating pupils to the world of coding.
We have had a great response from our secondary  
schools, almost all signing up for the  
#UnitedLearning2015 roadshow!

The competition, for Year 9 pupils, will commence in  
october 2014 where 7billionideas’ founders will be  
travelling around the country visiting our 35 secondary 
schools in twenty days, running interactive assemblies to 
inspire our pupils to have confidence in their own ideas.

Students will also be invited to form think tanks, and given 
the whole of November to come up with an idea for an 
educational App, which could have a national or global 
impact. The ten shortlisted will present their ideas to our 
panel of judges and the winning App will be built by the 
students (with support!). 

This time next year, we will have an app in the AppStore!
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United Learning 
App Competition

#UnitedApp2015 Roadshow
Swindon Academy Monday 29th September
Nova Hreod Academy Monday 29th September
North oxfordshire Academy Tuesday 30th September
Northampton Academy Tuesday 30th September
Kettering Buccleuch Academy Wednesday 1st october
Lincoln Minster School Thursday 2nd october
Hull Collegiate School tbc
Sunderland High School Friday 3rd october
AKS Monday 6th october
Accrington Academy Monday 6th october
Salford City Academy Tuesday 7th october
Manchester Academy Tuesday 7th october
Stockport Academy Wednesday 8th october
William Hulme’s Grammar School tbc
Barnsley Academy Thursday 9th october 
Sheffield Springs Academy Friday 10th october
Sheffield Park Academy Friday 10th october
Surbiton High School Monday 13th october
dunottar School Monday 13th october
Ashford School Wednesday 15th october
Walthamstow Academy Wednesday 15th october
Paddington Academy Thursday 16th october
Lambeth Academy Thursday 16th october
Seahaven Academy Friday 17th october
Guildford High School Tuesday 14th october 
Shoreham Academy Monday 20th october
The regis School tbc
Midhurst rother College Tuesday 21st october
Hampshire Collegiate School Friday 7th November
Glenmoor & Winton Academies Wednesday 22nd october
Carter Community School Thursday 23rd october
Bournemouth Collegiate School  tbc

To find out more 
If you are on Twitter, make sure you’re  
following @7billionideas, @7billedu and  
@unitedlearning as we build up the excitement 
for the competition. If you have any questions please 
email unitedapp@7billionideas.com

7billionideas believes that there are 7 billion 
idea generators on the planet and it is their job 
to inspire each and every one of them. They built 
www.7billionideas.com, so users could share 
everyday fun, thoughtful and creative ideas and 
have recently introduced a private ideas feature, so 
users can begin to develop their serious ideas.

7billionideas formed 7billEdUCATIoN with  
one purpose:

‘To inspire students to THINK Big and dream Bigger 
about their IdEAS and their CArEErS.’

They do this by delivering high tempo lessons, PHSE 
workshops, activity days, club sessions, and holiday 
camps and have received excellent feedback from 
every school they’ve engaged with. United Learning 
was introduced to 7billionideas via the outstanding 
work they have been doing at Surbiton High School 
and Ian Smith, Vice Principal.
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BBC School Report is an annual project which gives 
eleven to sixteen year olds the chance to make 
the news for real. Across the Group, many schools 
participate in this project. Here are just a few 
snapshots of what we did in 2014. 

Lambeth Academy students were thrilled to be invited 
for the second year to host part of the BBC School report 
day live broadcast. Emeline, ramiah, Victoria (all Year 9) and 
Cheyanne (Year 10) set off nervously at 9am for rehearsals 
at Broadcasting House, and at 2pm they went live as part 
of a team of students working alongside regular BBC 
presenters in The one Show studio.

Cheyanne and ramiah were given the job of delivering  
the first 60 second News update from the News room,  
a daunting task but one they completed without a slip.  
Very impressive.

Later on in the show Emeline and Victoria joined Newsround 
presenters ricky Boleto and Leah Golding on the sofa to 
introduce reports and interview other school reporters. They 
also got to show off their computer coding skills with a live 
robot Challenge!

It was an amazing experience which they all  
thoroughly enjoyed.

Surbiton High School pupils 
produced their own news broadcast 
for the nationwide BBC School report, 
practising all aspects of video journalism from research to 
scripting, presenting, filming and the all-important edit.

The thirteen girls investigated three independent topics:

1.  ‘Why are there so few women in science?’ They 
scooped interviews at the Science Museum, Imperial 
College, and scored a live Skype interview with the BBC’s 
Maggie Philbin. 

2.  The ‘Free The Children’ reporters gained access  
to the charity’s UK headquarters and to the invitation-
only phenomenon WE day to spotlight the significance  
of the children’s inspirational pledge to help other 
children worldwide.

3.  ‘Is technology killing young people’s desire to go 
outdoors?’ Girls counter-pointed the views of Project 
Wild Thing founder david Bond on the importance of  
kids spending time outside and the real reasons for its 
waning appeal.

Pupils also challenged Michael Gove on his comments of  
the morning that unqualified teachers could be hired ‘on  
the cheap’.

BBC School Report
Emeline and Victoria prove their presenting skills
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At Swindon Academy sixteen students began the day 
examining national and local news and met as a group to 
decide which topics would be of interest. A lively debate 
decided that the imminent teachers’ strike would be a great 
way to begin the School report as they could interview both 
teachers and students to find out if they felt that this action 
was necessary and whether it would have an impact on 
government policy. 

The group also interviewed staff and students about 
how immigration is affecting the community as this was 
something they felt was particularly of interest, as well as 
reporting on the school’s biggest Gym and dance Show  
ever performed, this year performed at the Wyvern Theatre  
in Swindon.

Paddington Academy students were visited by SBTV 
founder and CEo Jamal Edwards as part of the BBC School 
report initiative. 

Year 9 students, Lirak and ryan, interviewed Jamal, asking 
about the inspiration behind SBTV, whether Jamal had any 
tips for other budding entrepreneurs on starting a business, 
and what young people should be looking for if they want 
to become the next Jamal Edwards. 

Speaking after the interview, thirteen year old School 
reporter Lirak, said:

‘Working with the BBC has been fantastic! We have gained 
so many skills and received so much advice to share with 
our friends at school and take into our careers.’

To view a clip of Lirak and ryan’s BBC interview 
with Jamal Edwards, visit http://www.bbc.co.uk/
schoolreport/26758548
To find out more about BBC School report, including how 
to participate, visit http://www.bbc.co.uk/schoolreport/

Wye School residential 
trip to Ypres
In March, 80  
Year 7 students  
(almost the entire 
school population) from 
Wye School went on a 
three day residential 
trip to the Battlefields 
in Flanders, Belgium, to 
mark the centenary of 
the outbreak of World 
War I. 
‘My favourite part of the 
trip was going to the 
trenches as I felt what 
the soldiers would have 
had to deal with. It was 
overpowering to think how 
many people gave their lives for us.’ Bronwyn

This was, for many students, the first time they had left their 
parents and embarked upon an adventure overseas. Following 
the World War 1 topic studied in the Autumn Term, the cross-
curricular trip, involving history, modern foreign languages 
and PE, brought the events of the war alive and supported 
students’ learning in the classroom. 

The trip included seeing the Flanders Battlefields Museum in 
Ypres, attending the Menin Gate Last Post and visits to the 
cemeteries at Essex Farm, Lijssenthoek and Tyne Cot. Student 
oliver was able, with help from the guide, to find the exact 
position of two of his deceased relatives at Tyne Cot cemetery. 
Students also visited the British execution pole and death cell 
at Poperinge, as they had studied the Shot At dawn campaign. 
A fantastic afternoon was spent at Hill 62, Sanctuary Wood, 
where students were able to walk through the trenches and 
the tunnels and imagine for themselves life as a soldier in 
World War 1.

‘Going to the Menin Gate was incredible as there is nothing 
but the names on the wall and we could just see how many 
people did not come back. It was really moving.’ Mikey

The students were also treated to a wonderful evening of 
sport, playing against two local Belgian football clubs. The 
students made international connections which they hope  
will continue.

A final reminder of the reality of war was sadly sounded on 
their last day, when an undetonated bomb exploded just near 
the road which the group had travelled the previous day, killing 
two people. The students came home tired, but thrilled and 
very inspired, with an unforgettable insight into history. 

For more information, please contact Leanne Steed  
leanne.steed@wyeschool.org.uk

Student Oliver at Tyne Cot cemetery

Surbiton High School pupils in the BBC News room
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The Hull Collegiate Prep School chess club is thriving 
and this year pupils worked on their strategy and 
played each other for points in the Delancey UK 
Schools Chess Challenge with over 2,000 schools 
nationwide taking part. 
Seven rounds were played throughout last term and the top 
scorers within each age category were took part in the area 
Mega Final. 

Xavier (Year 1), William (Year 2), Jayden (Year 3), and Elliott 
(Year 5) played six rounds during the day. All four played 
well and enjoyed the occasion immensely, with Xavier and 
Jayden coming first and second respectively in their age 
groups. The two will now go on to play in the Giga Final in 
Manchester in July. 

Mrs Karen Williams, Head of Prep School, said:

‘I am really pleased by the attitude and perseverance of  
the chess club members. Their enthusiasm and confidence 
in playing the game were invaluable in reaching the 
regional final.’

Kings of the chess board

Recently Sports Ambassador, Bonita Norris has been 
inspiring students to reach for their dreams during 
her visits to many United Learning schools across the 
country. Year 7 Glenmoor & Winton Academies pupil, 
Ebonie Chislett, explains how Bonita inspired her class. 

do you think you can do something that other 
people can’t? do you think you are not strong 
enough to make it on your own? do you say 

you ‘can’t’ when really you can? Well, after a day with Bonita 
Norris these are exactly the questions I have been asking 
myself; this experience has totally changed my view of myself. 

When we were sitting in the Jon Egging Hall on the 2nd June 
an amazing lady came to tell us her story about when she was 
a long way from home in the freezing cold. Bonita Norris was 
the youngest female to ever climb Everest, and her talk was 
about the resilience she needed to show in order to achieve 
this incredible feat.

These are some of the things my friends thought after  
hearing her speak. You might think of them as learning,  
or even life guidelines.

■  ‘Step by step, you can make it.’ 
When Bonita was halfway up the 
mountain she thought she wouldn’t 
make it but she pushed herself to 
the limit. So if you are at school and 
you think your grades are bad or 
that you are not able to understand 
something, just remember Bonita, 
and approach the problem one 

Bonita inspires students with her strategy for success
step at a time. Eventually you will get there.

■  ‘You can overcome any obstacle.’ After her long 
trek Bonita had to descend back down the mountain. 
Approximately three quarters of the way down, the ground 
split and she had to do a big jump aided by her fellow 
climbers. So, when you have an issue at school or at home 
and it feels as if the ground is crumbling beneath your feet 
tell one of your friends or a teacher and they will help you 
get past that danger.

■  ‘Keep going and never give up; believe in yourself.’ 
When Bonita was nearly at the summit she had a flow of 
memories that motivated her to find the energy for the final 
push. She remembered all her preparation for this dangerous 
adventure and how much time she and her loved ones had 
invested. So as a Year 7 student I am just setting out on my 
own journey to conquer my Everest and reach the summit of 
top GCSE grades. I can already visualise myself at this summit 
and can see the joy on my face and those around me.

Bonita’s visit and talk made me believe that I should chase my 
dreams even when people say I can’t or shouldn’t as long as I 
work hard and stay motivated.

So go and climb your 
mountain because there isn’t 
one too high for you!

If you would like to explore working with  
one of our six Sports Ambassadors, please 
contact United Learning’s Head of Sport, 
Shaun dowling  
shaun.dowling@unitedlearning.org.uk

Xavier, Jayden, Elliot and  
William (L-R) with their trophies!

Bonita Norris with Glenmoor  
& Winton Academies pupils
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We just want to go robo-crazy!
Students from both William Hulme’s Grammar 
School (WHGS) and Midhurst Rother College (MRC) 
have been flexing their technical skills, building and 
programming robots!

Robo-gals
In April, fourteen girls in Years 8 and 9 from WHGS attended a 
‘robo-gals’ workshop at the University of Manchester. robo-
gals is a student-run initiative aiming to inspire and encourage 
female participation in science and engineering. They were 
challenged to build and programme a robot to navigate a 
course using sensors, whilst avoiding obstacles (including some 
unlucky farm animals) and collecting as many point-winning 
stars as possible. 

The girls quickly got stuck in to assembling their robot, and 
impressed with their explanations of how the echo-location 
and light sensors worked using principles learned in their 
science lessons! once built, it was time to start programming 
and testing the robot in preparation for the challenge ahead. 
As in any new relationship, there were many awkward 
moments as the robots and roboteers got to know each other, 
which included several pigs and chickens flying across the 
course! Undeterred, the girls quickly refined their programmes, 
creating suitable modifications to amend any issues. 

In the final challenge, all the robots performed admirably  
and, despite one unexpected but entertaining stampede 
through almost all the farmyard animals, collected a large 
number of stars. 

Year 8 student, Mehr Khan explained:

‘I think that this trip was a great opportunity to get involved in 
something new and different that I have never tried before. It 
taught me lots of new skills that I can use later on in life.’ 

Manaal Mudassar expanded:

‘The main point of the robo-gals trip was to encourage girls 
to pursue a future in engineering and what I think was really 
useful was that the university students helping us weren’t 
really taking courses related to engineering, so we were not 
just told what to do, we all had to work it out ourselves.’

For more information, please contact Michael Church  
michael.church@whgs-academy.org

Midhurst Rother College’s Student 
Robot Runs Away with Oxford 
University National Prize
This term, five Midhurst rother College students, Cameron 
Gibbon, Holly Leavens, rizwan Chowdhury, Michael dennis 
and Mart oomen participated in the University of oxford 5th 
National Annual robot games, where the students were tasked 
students to build a robot using Lego Mindstorms that could 
manoeuvre its way, unassisted, through a course in the fastest 
time possible, competing against a number of teams including 
oxford’s own students! The Midhurst students were shocked 
and delighted to beat the Undergraduate team, winning the 
race by 0.2 of a second!

Mr Scott Atkinson, Curriculum Leader of Art, design and 
Technology said:

‘We were all absolutely thrilled with this success. It is a 
remarkable achievement considering the academic quality and 
international reputation of the department and its students. 
The high level of team work, delegation of tasks and the ability 
to learn programming skills quickly and effectively contributed 
to our win.’

For more information please contact Gilly Hartley  
gilly.hartley@mrc-academy.org

Francesca, WHGS, with her robot MRC students’ trophy WHGS girls concentrate on their programming
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Top United Learning artist is Tokyo bound!
This year’s International High School Arts Festival 
has been the biggest yet, with over 40 pieces of art 
submitted from 20 United Learning schools. 

In partnership with the International Federation for Arts and 
Culture (IFAC) in Japan, United Learning submits the only UK 
entries to the Festival. Five pieces of student-created artwork 

are displayed at the National Art Centre in Tokyo. 
Furthermore, the winning artist is awarded the 
opportunity to travel to Japan, see their work 
displayed in this prestigious venue and enjoy a 
cultural tour of the city. 

This year, by modifying the UK judging process, 
we were able to provide a great opportunity to 
share United Learning students’ artistic talent; 
30% of the final score came from the number 
of ‘Likes’ each piece received on an official 
Facebook group page. The response to this 
was incredible, with nearly 4000 ‘Likes’ being 
received in one week. 

For the second stage of the judging, renowned 
artist Michael Aubrey returned to share his 
expertise and judge each piece based on its 
artistic merit. of the quality of work this year 
and his participation the festival, he said:

Les Poissions, by Charlotte Bourn, 18

Portrait of Liza, by Annie He, 16
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‘It has been a pleasure once again to judge the International 
High School Arts Festival and I have been impressed by the 
wide variety and high quality of many of the submissions.’

The winning piece
Following the two stages of the judging, the winning piece 
was ‘Les Poissons’, submitted by Lincoln Minster School  
pupil Charlotte Bourn, 18. Mr Aubrey had high praise for the 
piece, commenting: 

‘This vibrant painting could hardly fail to please. The subject 
matter is simple and the treatment is painterly - bold and 
direct - but this is misleading: the careful positioning of the 
plate and the fish on the plate, the harmonious use of a  
limited palette with tones and colours very successfully 
counter-pointed, and the detailed observation coupled with a 
brave and fluent handling of the paint showed considerable 
promise. The overall effect of this painting was totally pleasing 
and shows a real understanding of colour and of simple but 
highly effective composition.’

The four runners up are:
■  2nd place – ‘Laced Bow’ - Kwok Hoi Ming (18), AKS;

■  3rd place – ‘Covert and obscured’ - Luciana delaney (18), 
Guildford High School; 

■  4th place – ‘A Midsummer Night’s dream’ - oliver Jones 
(15), Lincoln Minster School,

■  5th place – ‘Portrait of Liza’ – Annie He (16), Hampshire 
Collegiate School 

The standard of work this year was both impeccable and 
incredible, and many other pieces received specific praise from 
Michael Aubrey. The competition is a wonderful example of 
the artistic talent within United Learning schools, and we are 
already planning on how to make next year’s festival an even 
greater success. 

For more information, please contact Jess Child  
jess.child@unitedlearning.org.uk

Covert and Obscured, by Lucianna Delaney, 18

A Midsummer Night’s Dream, by Oliver Jones, 15

Laced Bow, by Kwok Hoi Ming, 18
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This term, ten Carter Community School students 
across Years 7 and 8 took part in a Gifted and 
Talented project at Clouds Hill in Bovington. The 
project, funded by Heritage Lottery Fund and The 
Ernest Cook Trust, was titled ‘Castle in the Clouds’ 
and led by artist Sarah Butterworth, celebrated of 
the life of Lawrence of Arabia. 
The ten students worked on site at 
the home of T.E Lawrence for one 
week where they learnt all about 
his life, his extreme passion for the 
Middle East, the role he played 
in World War one on the Middle 
Eastern front and his love of  
crusader castles.

They worked with a variety of artists, 
historians, architects, choreographers 
and soldiers as well as degree level 
Art students and volunteers from 
the National Trust. Students also 
visited The Keep Military Museum 
in dorchester where they held a 
Skype conference with International 
Pioneers Education School in Jordan; 
they were able to ask and answer 
questions about their views of 

Lawrence and the important features of crusader castles. 

The week culminated with all ten students working tirelessly 
as a group to build their own crusader castle using willow, 
bamboo and tissue paper on the hill beside the cottage 
that Lawrence lived in, and on the Friday evening friends 
and family were invited to come and see the Crusader 

castle illuminated, as students 
performed a shadow show 
based on an Arabian fight scene.

of the experience, Bethany 
Briggs, Year 7 said:

‘We learnt a lot about Lawrence 
of Arabia and worked alongside 
professionals to turn this into 
a show to celebrate his life 
and our own achievements. I 
especially enjoyed making the 
castle walls that we used in 
our performance. It was a great 
opportunity to learn outside of 
the classroom and an amazing 
life experience!’

For more information, please 
contact Hannah Pratt  
pratth@carter.poole.sch.uk

Castle in  
the clouds
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A goal of the United Learning Pupil Charter is to introduce 
pupils to ‘the rich set of wider experiences they will need to 
develop as confident, creative, determined, enthusiastic and 
respectful citizens’. To achieve this, pupils are encouraged 
to initiative their own clubs and groups based on their 
interests. Walthamstow Academy pupil, Maryam Ahmad, 
Year 13, describes how she and a fellow pupil, Kyle 
Hamilton, set up their own Animé Club.

Animé Club came about from a casual 
conversation between two friends, myself 
(Mariam) and Kyle, over our favourite animé and 

manga. Animé is Japanese animation; often negatively described 
as childish cartoons, in Japan it is very popular. It ranges from 
typical romantic comedies and psychological thrillers to science 
fiction and fantasy. 

As we reminisced about a previous Animé Club that was held in 
our school, we came to the conclusion that the school needed 
a new club where students could explore and appreciate an art 
form and a new culture. We rushed off to talk to Miss o’donald 
to discuss the potential for an Animé Club run solely by 
ourselves and so it was done. 

The Club, created in october 2013, is now a place for students 
of all ages with an interest in animé or manga. due to popular 
demand, Kyle and I immediately expanded from holding one 
session per week to two which allowed us to implement much 
larger activities. The club now has 38 members of ages ranging from  
12 to 18 years old. 

At first we kept to activities such as the Club favourite animé quizzes, 
watching animé, discussing manga and holding competitions with prizes. 
Then inspiration struck and we created the ‘Japanese Food Project’, an 
initiative to explore a facet of a new culture, whilst working together and 
having fun. After deliberation, brainstorming, planning and long nights 
after school, the’ Japanese Food Project’ came to be and 24 members 
signed up immediately to participate. 

For this year’s Science Activities day, we based our Animé Club day on 
three facets of Science: Alchemy, Astronomy and Time Travel. overall, 
this day encouraged the members to grow closer and work together 
successfully, whilst learning and having fun.

Something that started off purely as a casual conversation between two 
friends turned into the mountain it is now, with more 
and more activities and more students signing up. Not 
only is there a large community in Animé Club but a 
large family of students.

Students create Animé Club 
to celebrate art and culture
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This term two Midhurst Rother College (MRC) students, 
Oliver van Zwanenberg and Sam Massey-Steel, held 
an exhibition to focus the lens on their remarkable 
photography skills. ‘People of the World’ is a series of 
images, taken by the pair whilst on expedition with 
company True Adventure. 

Sixth Formers oliver and Sam aimed to bring the people and 
cultures of Tanzania and Nepal alive within the school and the 

local community. Guests were astounded by the high level 
of creativity and professionalism, so much so that nearly 
two thirds of the pictures were sold at the preview and 
open day.

The impressive collection works attracted a number of 
sponsors including Midhurst National Association of 
decorative and Fine Art, the Market Square Garage, 
Petworth, and Mcdonald oates, Solicitors.

Midhurst Rother College students 
present People of the World photography 
exhibition to enormous acclaim

Oliver and Sam’s beautiful photography
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oliver said of the photography:

‘These photos were taken to capture something of 
their culture. They have different climate, language, 
wealth and beliefs, but through the lens I came 
to realise that the basic human traits aren’t so 
unfamiliar to ours.’

Said MrC’s Head of Photography, Mr Nour-Eddine  
El Ghoumari:

‘The photography talents of both oliver and Sam have 
been outstanding since they began their studies in Year 
10. They have consistently produced A* work from 
the outset; it has been very exciting watching them 
develop their individual styles and undoubted talents. 
They both now produce works of art that would be 
impossible to tell apart from that of top professionals.’

Alongside the success of the exhibition, oliver also 
entered the rotary Club Young Photographer 2014 
this term, which he recently found out he won at the 
National Level in his age category!

Congratulations to both oliver and Sam on their 
successes, and best of luck for the future. 

For more information, please contact Gilly Hartley  
gilly.hartley@mrc-academy.org

At the end of the spring term Corngreaves Academy’s KS2 children wowed with their musical talents and 
instrumental renditions of familiar tunes in their first ever spring concert.

In front of the whole school and parents, the concert was opened by Corngreaves’ fantastic choir, performing a melody of 
well-known chart-topping songs. This was followed by the Year 3 children on their ukuleles, Miss Hipkiss and her lunchtime 

recorder and children from Year 5 and 6 playing trumpets, 
cornets and horns. The Year 4 children demonstrated their 
confidence and capabilities on the clarinet, performing a 
variety of pieces, and the Year 5 and 6 pupils also showed 
off their woodwind skills on clarinets and flutes. 

The grand finale was a combination of the school band, 
followed by the school choir who performed and dedicated 
Heather Small’s ‘Proud’. Well done to all the children who 
were involved in the spring concert.

Corngreaves’ pupils create musical magic

Sam (l) and Oliver, with their photography 
displayed at Midhurst Rother College
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Talented teenagers record single 
with professional musician
Dunottar School’s Chamber Choir had the 
opportunity to sing the backing vocals to ‘Genesis’, 
the first track of professional singer Jay Picasso’s 
debut EP, ‘Testament’, which was released in April. 
The choir’s singing teacher, Charles Thompson, commented: 

‘It was a fascinating insight for the girls into how  
recordings are made - the soloist and other tracks were 
already recorded, and we had those playing in headphones 
whilst we sang.’ 

Jay raps and Jamie Jooste sings on the track ‘Genesis’, 
which was first aired in March on the international radio 
station, dAB Premier Gospel.

‘Testament’ is available on Amazon and can also be 
downloaded on iTunes.

dunottar Chamber Choir, which also has extensive  

Write to the top across United Learning
This term, pupils across the Group have been inspired 
by a number of well-known authors, with visits 
sparking desire and inspiration to write creatively.

Nick Stimson, who took fifteen budding writers through their 
paces during an intensive one day writer’s workshop. 

Nick led the enthused students through a number of writing 
sessions, each designed to stretch the students, and provide 
new perspectives and experiences. The Year 10 students 
produced some outstanding work including creating dialogue 
for the stage, writing comedy and exploring the Haiku form.

Throughout the workshop students shared their work with 
each other and the critical ear of Nick. The students were 
encouraged to edit their work relentlessly to find the essence 
of the piece and focus their ideas. This was often a challenge, 
but helped give them insight into the tough choices writers 
and editors face.

After an incredibly rich day students shared their work with 
friends, staff and proud family members as part of a rehearsed 
reading. Some students had never shared their work before so 
this was a daunting but ultimately incredibly rewarding task. 
The reading provided tears, laughter, silence, cheers and above 
all space and time for reflections on life.

Nick was a fantastic workshop leader and incredibly 
enthusiastic and energised by the work of the students. 

He said:

‘This was far and away the most exciting, dynamic, dangerous 
and fun day of writing I have been involved in for many a year.’

Dunottar School Chamber Choir

experience of traditional music, will be singing the semi-
chorus parts in a newly commissioned work for Brockham 
Choral Society in June.

Glenmoor & Winton Academies
As part of English Showcase Week at Glenmoor & Winton 
Academies, pupils were visited by award winning writer-director 

Nick Stimson entertained students at 
Glenmoor & Winton Academies
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AKS
In June, older junior pupils from AKS, along with visiting 
pupils from Ansdell Primary School and Clifton Primary 
School, enjoyed a selection of scary stories from local 
author Joseph delaney when he visited the school. Mr 
delaney, best known for his hugely popular series of 
fantasy books, The Wardstone Chronicles, introduced 
his next book, A New darkness. An entertaining and 
passionate speaker, Mr delaney captivated his audience 
with tales of how he became an author and how local 
Preston landmarks provided the inspiration for the settings 
in his books. After a lively presentation, the pupils asked 
him countless questions before purchasing signed copies 
of his books.

Rowan Preparatory School
In May, rowan Preparatory School pupils 
were visited by children’s author and 
illustrator, Petr Horá ek, to deliver an inspiring 
creative workshop for Year one pupils. 

rowan pupils, and other invited schools 
in the local community, learnt about book 
illustration and creative techniques in 
children’s writing. 

Susan Clarke, Headteacher at rowan, said:

‘We were very honoured to have Petr  
Horá ek deliver a workshop that focussed 
on inspiring creative learning. It was natural 
that we should extend an invitation to other 
schools in our local community to have the 
opportunity to participate.’ 

There was great anticipation in the room 
as Petr began with a storytelling session 
and brought his book ‘Butterfly Butterfly’ 
to life. Within minutes the whole room was 
entranced and faces lit up with excitement.

‘I really enjoyed listening to Petr read his 
fabulous books!’ said pupil Katie. 

Following the storytelling session the pupils 
developed individual stories and illustrations 
to create their own book. 

Pupil, Isabel, said:

‘I really enjoyed drawing pictures using 
the computer because they looked just like 
pictures from a book!’

The creative workshop culminated in parents 
attending a showcase of the illustrations, 
stories and books created during the day 
presented by the pupils. 

For more information about Petr’s  
visit, please contact Kate Enefer  
kate.enefer@rowanprepschool.co.uk 

Rowan pupils enjoyed creating their own artwork

Joseph Delaney and AKS pupils
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Surbiton girls weave 
myth, music and 
fantasy in Russian 
folk tale

At the end of May, a group of Surbiton 
High School’s budding Year 7 dramatists 
enchanted their audience in the Surbiton 
Assembly Rooms Main Hall during their 
production of The Falcon’s Feather.
The play, adapted from a russian folk-tale by 
david Kenzie, encompasses myth, music and 
fantasy, and tells the tale of Maryushka, who 
meets and falls in love with an enchanted 
falcon prince. She then loses the falcon when he 
believes she has betrayed him and, unable to bear 
losing him, manages to persuade the fearsome 
cannibal witch, Baba Yaga (played by four pupils 
controlling a giant puppet), into revealing his 
whereabouts. With the help of the travellers, 
magical blacksmiths, and a magic needle, 
amongst others, she walks the epic journey to  
find her lost love.

The standard of acting was extremely high for 
such a young ensemble. The pupils worked 
hard in rehearsal, honing their skills to engage 
the audience through their use of voice and 
movement. The performance moved slickly 
between scene and location in the ‘poor theatre’ 
style, as the girls told the story with commitment 
and energy. Congratulations to the pupils and 
drama department and thanks to the parents and 
staff for all their support.

For more information about the production, please 
contact Chris Griffin, Assistant director of drama 
chris.griffin@surbitonhigh.com
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The beauty of flora and fauna

At the beginning of June, over 100 parents, family members, 
alumni and friends of the Hull Collegiate School were invited 
to see the wonderful work created by the Prep pupils for their 
annual art show. The inspiration for the show was Flora and 
Fauna with colourful displays outside classrooms, within the 
nursery and the art studio for all to enjoy. 

Every pupil created a piece of work with a diverse range of 
images using different media. Foundation pupils enjoyed 
creating a 3d mini beast garden and tree sculpture which 
guests had to follow the leaf trail to explore whilst Years 1 to 
6 took inspiration from a range of artists including Vincent 

van Gogh, Georgia o’Keefe and William Morris. The Art Club 
produced spring inspired pieces which were hung from the Art 
room Tower. 

The pupils also worked on a whole school project based on the 
image ‘Tropical Storm with a Tiger (supris!)’ by Henri rousseau 
and the final result was a spectacular mixed media collage on 
display inside the Prep school entrance, using mediums such as 
glass painting, pastels and string collage.  

Mrs Heidi Silk, Art Coordinator for the Prep School explained:

‘It is not about exhibiting just the best artwork, but being 
proud of each child’s best piece of artwork.’

Hull Collegiate Prep School pupils recreate 
Rousseau’s ‘Tropical Storm with a Tiger’
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Stockport Academy students Holly Battrick, Emily Riley 
and Elisha Boycott scored a winner when they took part 
in a competition to tackle racism in football.
organised by the ‘Show racism the red Card’ campaign, the 
scheme encouraged young people of all ages and abilities to 
produce anti-racism themed artwork, creative writing, film 
and music, with students having already worked with SrtrC 
educational resources.

Catching the judges’ collective eye was artwork produced by 
Year 9 students Holly, Emily and Elisha, who were presented 
with their prizes at a special event held at Manchester City’s 
Etihad stadium in May, where they met Premier league stars, 
past and present.

The girls, who produced their ‘racism really?’ poster,  
received first prize in the Year 7 to 9 Artwork category  
of this national competition.

Commented Holly: 

‘It was an incredible experience to visit the Etihad and meet 
so many famous faces, particularly in support of such an 
important issue.’

An outdoor classroom, in the form of a willow dome 
is the latest addition to facilities at The Regis School.
over the winter months, ten Year 6 students from local 
primary schools, with the help of their parents and 
grandparents, worked with Sussex based artists Mark and 
rebecca Ford to design, plant and weave a stunning willow 
dome in The regis School’s Inclusion Garden, as part of the 
Forest School Transition Programme which helps students to 
feel part of the school before they join Year 7 in September. 
The dome, which is able to accommodate up to 17 pupils, 
will be available for use as an outdoor classroom, a place 
for quiet reflection, and, of course, for hide and seek!

Mrs Coleman, Head of Inclusion Faculty, said:

‘This has been an amazing project involving not only the 
children and their parents but also Year 10 students, some 
of whom are brothers and sisters of the Year 6 students. It’s 
been a family affair and has helped the school and families 
get to know each other well; just like the new shoots on the 
dome, it will bind us together ensuring the young people 
have a well-supported start to life at The regis School.’

Jamie-Lee (14), sister of Year 6 pupil Kerry commented:

Stockport Academy students 
give Racism the Red Card in 
national competition

Learning outdoors at The Regis School

Added Stockport Academy 
Principal Frank McCarron:

‘The Academy fully supports 
the work being done by 
‘Show racism the red Card’ 
and we are delighted that 
Holly, Emily and Elisha have 
been able to help raise the 
profile of this issue through their fantastic artwork.’

For more information, please contact Stephen Smith  
stephen.smith@stockport-academy.org

‘I loved working outside – it gave me a real sense of 
achievement to be part of something what will grow and 
be used for years to come.’

As a rights respecting school, The regis School is 
supporting UNICEF raising awareness of the importance of 
environmental sustainability. Mrs Saunders, Assistance Vice 
Principal of Inclusion, explained that:

‘Creating the Willow dome is an ideal way of helping 
young people to understand the meaning of sustainability 
– we will be able to harvest the new shoots of salix 
viminalis and bowles hybrid willow every year to create 
new projects.’ 

For further information, please contact Andrea Coleman 
acoleman@theregisschool.co.uk

Stockport Academy Year 9 students Holly, 
Emily and Elisha receiving their prizes
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Year 9 and 10 students at Accrington Academy have 
been working with the Prospects Foundation, as part 
of the Cultivate Programme, to turn part of a football 
pitch into a food growing area, in their aim to be 
more sustainable at school and in their communities.
The students have constructed raised beds in which they 
will grow a range of different fruits and vegetables from a 
crop rotation plan they have designed. They have sourced 
free bark chip from a local arboriculturalist, which has been 
laid on membrane to form a path around each of the beds, 
planted a fruity hedgerow and created a willow fence which 
will be cut and planted next spring.

Alongside these activities, the students are also collecting 
wooden pallets from local companies to create their own 
rustic furniture and seating area in the growing area, as 
well as creating an outdoor classroom which can be utilised 
by all the staff and students in the Academy, promoting 
their ideas of sustainability to the whole of the school.

Local MP Graham Jones joined the students in the final, 
exciting stage of planting the trees. The programme 

Hampshire Collegiate Prep School pupils invited pupils 
from Halterworth Primary School to join them for a 
‘Space to Share Day’ in the magnificent grounds of 
Hampshire Collegiate School.
92 Year 4 pupils spent the day working in small groups on a 
variety of ‘Learning outside the Classroom’ (LoC) activities 
which included team building challenges, rocket making, 
creating a clay ‘Boggart’ by studying the characteristics of 
different trees, devising an Alice in Wonderland drama and 
taking part in a cricket based practice session.

Fiona Walker, Head of LoC at HCS said: 

‘Children and staff alike had a wonderful day which has 
become an annual event in the Prep School Calendar.’ 

HCS Year 4 pupil Lucy said: 

‘I had a really fun day and I met lots of new children who were 
really friendly.’

Honey said: 

‘I had a fabulous day and I wish we could do it every 
Wednesday!’

The big tree plant

continues to provide training, access and activities to 
encourage people across Hyndburn to grow food with the 
aim of promoting better health, a more active lifestyle and 
social interaction.

danyaal Majid, Year 8, said:

‘I really enjoyed the opportunity to help in the Big Tree 
Plant it was great to take part in something different as 
well as helping to improve the wildlife and looks of our 
school grounds’

For more information, please contact Ben Mears  
benjamin.mears@accrington-academy.org 

Hampshire Collegiate Prep 
School has space to share

Coco added: 

‘It was an amazing day and we made lots of new friends from 
another school.’

For more information, please contact Fiona Walker  
fiona.walker@hampshirecs.org.uk 

Pupils working on the raised beds
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William Hulme’s own ‘Time Team’ 
uncover history of the school
Students at William Hulme’s Grammar School turned 
time travelers to create an amazing display, charting 
the history of the school back to the 17th century.
The school formed its own ‘Time Team’ to delve back into the 
archives and discover the origins of the Manchester school. 
They found that although the school was opened in 1887, 
its benefactor William Hulme was a wealthy landowner who 
studied at oxford University during the 17th Century, but 
whose time there was cut short by the English Civil War.

Following the premature death of his son, Hulme determined 
that young boys from poorer families should have the 
opportunity of a good education and left a legacy in his 
will, which eventually led to the opening of William Hulme’s 
Grammar School two centuries later, along with other schools 
in Manchester, oldham and Bury.

Now the full story is revealed on a special ‘Heritage Learning 
Wall,’ located in the forum of the school’s donner Building and 
charting the school’s development. 

To celebrate the completion of the heritage wall, Year 7, 8 and 
9 students performed both a specially written play showcasing 

key moments from the school’s history, and a rendition of the 
school hymn – which was discovered in the school archives! 

Year 7 pupil, Kelly, said:

‘It was nice to tell our visitors about the history of our school 
and actually see it on the Timeline Wall’

Shaneae, also Year 7, commented:

‘I performed in the choir and we sang the school hymn which 
had not been sung for many years.’

From the past to the future, the Heritage Wall will now be used 
to help introduce new Year 7 students to the school, playing an 
active role in the school’s curriculum and daily life.

Commented WHGS Principal Peter Mulholland:

‘This really is a fantastic achievement by all concerned and is 
now the focal point of our school. It not only helps bring the 
history of the school to life, but helps all of our students to 
make a connection with the past and strengthen their sense of 
identity with the school itself.’

For more information, please contact Alyson Boustead  
alyson.boustead@whgs-academy.org

Pupil Jordan celebrates the new timeline
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In March, two Year 8 Salford City Academy students, 
Alethea Biesty and Charlotte Rushworth, took part in 
the Apax-Mosaic Enterprise Challenge. Having already 
beaten stiff competition from schools across the North 
West, they were challenged to give a three minute 
presentation on a business venture that would benefit 
their school and the local community in the regional 
final of the competition.
Supported by volunteers from Salford based PZ Cussons Ltd, the 
team put together an event pitch for ‘#BrK FST’ (Brook Fest) - a 
concert with local dJs and bands, food, drink and crafts made 
by students and community groups. The profits from the event 
would be used to buy music lessons for students and residents, 
helping to encourage more people to take up music.

The team also conducted a survey of their peers at Salford City 
Academy to determine how much to charge for entry to the 

Surbiton High School has developed a high profile in 
the context of social enterprise and entrepreneurship 
through association with charities such as Wings of 
Hope, Free The Children and the Diana Award. Vice 
Principal, Ian Smith, writes of Surbiton’s recognition 
for their work. 

Throughout the academic year, teams in Years 
9 and 12 have been participating in a 
national social enterprise competition 

organised by Wings of Hope Achievement Award (WoHAA). 
The Wings of Hope is a London-based children’s charity, 
providing education and support for underprivileged youth 
around the world with a simple mission to ‘empower through 
education’. The fundraising awards programme (WoHAA) 
supports poor and underprivileged children in India and 
Malawi, whilst at the same time developing the skills and 
talents of secondary and Sixth Form pupils in the UK.

We were delighted that, following the national finals held 
at the House of Lords in April, one of our school teams, the 
WoHAA Angels, was nominated as winners in the Best 
Fundraising category. Judged by Ambassador Sir david 
Jason, author Sophie Kinsella and Harry Potter actor Sean 
Biggerstaff, they beat over 400 participant schools across  
the UK. 

Their fundraising activities included: 

■  Co-ordination and participation in a sponsored swim, 
equivalent to the length of a the English Channel;

■  WoHAA raffle at the House Fashion Show; 

Alethea and Charlotte 
mean business

Surbiton High School pupils win Wings of Hope award

event, with the girls using the results from their survey as part 
of their presentation in the regional final.

The pitches were judged by four professionals from business 
backgrounds, who were impressed with the Salford City 
Academy team’s clear and confident presentation, and 
awarded the girls with second place!

Alethea said: 

‘I enjoyed the Mosaic project and it is a perfect start for 
students who choose to go into Business Studies.’

For more information, please contact Suzanne Vickers 
suzanne.vickers@salfordcity-academy.org

Pupils with Vice Principal, Ian Smith (far right)

■  24 hour sponsored famine and silence;
■  Cake sales;
■  Collections; 
■  online networking via social media, and a  

Youtube video;
■  Negotiating corporate sponsors to support activities. 

In May, our excited Year 9 pupils, Anna McKeon, Georgina 
Penney, Emily Wight, Elizabeth Briggs, Sacha-Eyles owen, 
Ciara Lynch and Minseo Park and their respective parents 
were invited with Mr dodd, Ms Haydon, Miss Pett and myself 
to attend the Awards Ceremony held at the royal College 
of Surgeons. Hosted by BBC presenter and former pupil, 
Lara Lewington, winners received trophies to recognise their 
achievements. The Angels received their award from the High 
Commissioner of Malawi. A lovely bonus to the 
event was when it was announced that the girls 
had nominated Mr dodd and myself as Best 
Teacher and we were lucky enough to win this.

Wings of Hope are a partner of United Learning. To find out 
more about how to work with them, please contact Lucy 
Ashlee lucy.ashlee@unitedlearning.org.uk
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Sport Relief 2014
This year’s Sports relief was the biggest yet, with many schools across the Group participating. Find out how some 
United Learning schools managed to raise over £17,000 for the charity.

Rowan Preparatory School’s girls took part in 
a Swimathon, with the Year 5 girls clocking in an 
impressive 837 lengths, and the Year 5 girls totalling 
a massive 1047 lengths! rowan Brae pupils walked a 
Sport relief mile, and participated in a Wake Up Shake 
Up day, the girls donated for a mufti day and enjoyed 
a cake sale, and parents challenged both staff and the 
Year 6 team to a netball tournament. Members of staff 
including Mrs Clarke, Miss Sharps, Miss Eversden, Mrs 
Jackson, Mrs Layng, Mrs Tobias and Mrs Blackmore 
entered the Sport relief 25 mile cycle. In total, they 
raised an astonishing £9,600!

Lambeth Academy participated in a range of activities, 
and raised £980:

■  The Messi Challenge, where students tried to score 
against staff in goal, one-on-one within 10 seconds;

■  Students challenged England table tennis star, darius 
Knight, for two minutes at a time;

■  A Cycling challenge in the fitness suite, to see who 
could cycle the furthest in 2 minutes;

■  A Bleep Test challenge, with special mentions to Mr 
Gardner and Adrian (Year 9) for being the last two 
standing, Peter, Year 10 for reaching level 13 in school tie 
and shoes, and Lottie, Year 8, for being last girl standing;

■  Everyone’s finest sportswear being worn;

■  Taking part in the Clapham Common Sports relief Mile;

■  Cake sale.

At AKS Junior School, over 220 participated in a mile 
long fun run around the AKS grounds in Lytham, raising 
over £2,500. Sheffield Park Academy 

raised over £700, taking 
part in a range of activities 
including a Sport relief 
mile, a Teachers’ Bleep Test 
Challenge, and a Sixth Form 
organised rowing challenge, 
where staff and pupils clocked 
up over 150 miles!

Lambeth Academy pupils cycle to victory

AKS pupils run their mile

Rowan pupils run the Sports Relief Mile

Rowan parents take on staff and pupils in a netball tournament

Sheffield Park Academy 
celebrates Sport Relief
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Under 13 football tournament
This term, a total of sixteen teams from across the 
country have participated United Learning’s biggest 
football tournament to date. The Northern round, 
featuring nine state and independent schools, opened 
the event at WHGS. Here, the worthy winners were 
Manchester Academy, proudly managed by their 
PE teacher Nathan McAvoy. In the southern round 
Shoreham Academy took the honours, narrowly 
overcoming United Learning newcomers Nova Hreod to 
the title. For Shoreham, this rounds off a very successful 
season, having won their county cup and reached the 
last sixteen of the national cup.
This tournament will culminate in a Manchester – Shoreham final 
in the autumn term to find the United Learning Grand Champion! 

Nathan McAvoy, Manchester Academy Coach and PE Teacher said:

‘It was a fantastic, very well organised day and the boys had a 
great time and enjoyed themselves immensely and I am sure it 
will be something they will never forget.’

The boys had similar praise. Caius Silcott-West, Year 8 at 
William Hulme Grammar School (WHGS) said:

‘It was a good atmosphere and it was great to see schools 
competing against each other.’ 

Keano ricketts, also from WHGS, added:

‘It was an exciting experience and a high standard of football 
was played!’  

For more information about Sports Initiative, or if you would 
like to support in arranging an activity, please contact Shaun 
dowling shaun.dowling@unitedlearning.org.uk

Finally, The Regis School hosted their first Bake off, 
where staff were challenged to create a sports themed 
cake, and over 30 entries were received! The cakes 
ranged from a full set of olympic rings presented as 
different flavoured cupcakes, to the eventual winning 
fisherman perched serenely on the beach! After the 
event the cakes were sold off and £150 was raised.

Kettering Buccleuch Academy raised over £3000, 
with a week’s worth of activities including:

■  Guess the number of table tennis balls’ competition;

■  Non-stop exercise bike challenge, completed by the 
Sixth Form Students;

■  A KBA Bake-off, with 32 delicious entries;

■  A staff vs Sixth Form Futsal match, won by the 
students on penalties;

■  A Year 9 V Year 10 football match, and Year 7 vs 
Year 8 rugby match;

■  A chance for revenge staff vs student netball match, 
in which the staff won 8-3;

■  A non-uniform day; 

■  A Sport relief mile;

■  Beat the Keeper, penalty shoot-out, with pupils 
testing Mr Henton’s goalie skills!

Kettering Bucceleuch Academy students 
take on the teachers in a netball match

An amazing cake from The Great Regis Bake Off!

The winners of the Northern tournament, Manchester Academy
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Accrington Academy dance teams go national
This term, Accrington Academy took three dance 
teams to compete at the ICC British Open & 
University Nationals Cheer & Dance Championships, in 
Nottingham. This is a countrywide event where teams 
from across the UK compete against each other for bids 
to enter the Cheerleading and Dance ‘Worlds’ later this 
year. All three teams performed to a very high standard 
and did the Academy proud. 
The girls worked really hard prior to the competition perfecting 
their performances, which paid off as the Senior Hip Hop 
Team landed an amazing third place, Academy Sparks Level 1 
Cheerleading Team placed seventh in their group and Academy 
All Stars Level 3 Cheerleading Team finished in ninth place. The 
girls competed alongside teams that represent the UK at World 
Championships, showing them the level and skills to which 
they can aspire. 

dance Teacher, Miss Kirkwood, said:

‘I am very proud of all the girls. Their performances were 
fantastic and the atmosphere was amazing. These students 
have now experienced dancing at another level and will be 
able to use this to perfect their routines.’

For more information, please contact rachael Kirkwood 
rachael.kirkwood@accrington-academy.org 
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Lloyd represents Barnsley 
Academy in the British 
Ski Championships

Budding Skier and Year 10 Barnsley Academy 
student, Lloyd Chapman, is quickly building up 
his reputation as a ski-force to be reckoned with. 
Following his second place finish in a Grand 
Slalom race in Switzerland in January, and a 
third place finish in Les Houches, France, he was 
selected for the British Schools’ Championships, 
hosted in Meribel, France and is now training for 
the U16 English Development Squad selection. 
His rigorous training includes visits to the Alps and 
utilising indoor slopes to hone his skills, as well as 
regular gym sessions to maintain fitness levels. Lloyd is 
already racing at speeds of 60-70km per hour, and is 
hoping to become a professional skier. 

The Academy Sparks Level 1 Cheerleading Squad

At the beginning of April, over 100 secondary students, 
from Year 7 to Sixth Form performed their annual Gym 
and Dance Display. Previously performed on the school 
site, this year it was held at the Wyvern Theatre to give a 
fantastic experience to the performing students, and to 
ensure all family and friends were available to attend. 
The students performed in a series of routines that 
demonstrate their dancing, vaulting and gymnastic skills in 
front of an audience of 600 people. 

This event is traditionally a student-led performance, with many 
choreographing their own routines. The show included a whole 
range of performances, some created purely for the audience’s 
entertainment and others supported students’ learning for their 
BTEC Performing Arts Studies. 
Mrs drinkwater, the Show director, explained:
‘The show provides a perfect opportunity for them to publicly 
demonstrate their skills and get used to performing in front of 
a large audience.’
The audience, press and theatre staff were astounded by the 
professionalism of the performers, the spectacular displays 
and the hard work and dedication that went into the event. 
Holding the event at the local theatre was such a success that 
they have invited the show to return next year.

Swindon Academy Gym 
and Dance Display
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Jordan’s a bolt from the blue
In May, five Year 7 students, Shanyia Weekes, Vadane 
Bell, Kai Davis, Rhett Carty-Shaw and Jordon Fergus, 
from Manchester Academy represented the school at 
the Great Manchester Sprint Challenge, having qualified 
as five of the fastest 48 boys and girls in Manchester. 
All students performed exceptionally well in the 100m race, 
giving tremendous effort throughout the competition. 

Jordon Fergus and Vadane Bell qualified for the semi-
finals as two of the top twelve fastest boys in Manchester, 
and Jordon then finished the final in second place with a 
recorded time of 13.28 seconds. 

Jordan’s achievement saw him represent Manchester in the 
Great City Games on 17th May, where his new found turn 
of speed saw him take first prize. Furthermore, his recent 

Bournemouth Collegiate School 
Football Academy on tour
Bournemouth Collegiate School Football Academy 
travelled to Holland during the Easter holidays for their 
inaugural Football Tour. Two squads from the Football 
Academy took part in the Easter Open, competing 
against teams from across the world including 
Denmark, Germany and the USA. The players competed 
on semi-professional football pitches across two days 
in group stages and finals. 
The U13s made it into the final 
eight teams, finishing fifth out 
of 40 teams. The U15 team, of 
whom many of the players  
were Year 9s playing up an  
age group, finished thirteenth. 
For their first effort away from 
home, playing against European 
teams and officials, the boys 
performed brilliantly.

The teams were commended  
for their behaviour, playing style 
and the way the two teams 
supported each other throughout 
the tournament.

The squad also visited the 
Amsterdam Arena, home of 
dutch Champions Ajax, where the 
players had a tour of the stadium, 

performances have placed him as the fifth fastest Year 7 
student in the country for the 100m sprint, and he is now 
looking to join an athletics club to help him nurture his talent.

Best of luck for the future Jordan. 

including a visit to the trophy rooms, press box, and pitch. 

It was a fantastic opportunity for the Football Academy and 
every player that attended acted as a great school ambassador. 
The boys hope to return in Easter 2015, next time bringing the 
trophy home.

For more information, please contact Tom Symons 
tom.symons@bournemouthcollegiateschool.co.uk 

Under 13s

Jordan, far left, with fellow athletes
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Sheffield Springs Academy has brought the spirit of the 
‘Tour De France’ closer to home, creating a mountain 
bike track within the school grounds.
As the world’s greatest cycle race gets set to start in Yorkshire 
this July, the academy turned to cycling as its theme for an 
assessment for Year 10 and 11 technology students.

Asked to design a mountain bike track, the students’ concepts 
were so impressive that they were taken to professional company 
‘Bike Track,’ who turned them into a fully functional design.

Initial inspiration for the idea came from local School Sports 
Coordinator Craig Malkin, who, working with the academy’s 
PE department and its own supply of mountain bikes, arranged 
‘Bikeability’ training sessions - adventure rides during the 
curriculum and out of school activities. 

Keen to extend the opportunities available and develop 
cycling in the school and community, Craig and his academy 
colleagues secured a £10,000 ‘Awards for All Grant’ from Sport 
England, which in turn led to the development of the new cycle 
track, running alongside the school playground. The design 
also incorporated the facility to add a skate/scooter/BMX park 
within its boundary, with an application for funding to support 
already made.

Sheffield Springs Academy Principal, russell Heritage, said:

‘So far, the track has proved incredibly popular with academy 
students, as well as pupils from the feeder primary schools and 
we are now in negotiations with Sheffield International Venues 
and local community groups to ensure that this wonderful 

Sheffield Springs Academy ‘Grand Départ’

facility is used to its maximum potential.’

In addition to the new cycle track, the academy ran a British 
Cycling Young Leaders Course for Year 10 students, with 
further courses for school and community staff planned before 
the end of this term.

For more information, please contact John draycott  
john.draycott@sheffield-academy.org 
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The Regis School: Sports 
Personality Evening 2014
A highlight of The Regis 
School calendar is the annual 
Sports Personality Evening 
which celebrates the sporting 
achievements of its students, 
staff and local community.
This year, the academy invited 
Shelley rudman, former World 
Skeleton Bobsleigh champion and 
Winter olympics Silver medallist, 
whose story of her ascent to the 
top of the world’s sport stage 
motivated students to aspire to 
achieve, despite barriers that might 
be in their way. 

Throughout the evening a range 
of sports prizes were awarded 
including Club of the Year, Sporting 
Hero and Most Improved Sports 
Student. The inaugural david Jones 
Legacy award was presented in 
recognition of the outstanding 
contributing to sport that the 
recently retired former Principal  
of The regis School has made. 

The audience are treated to a 
wide variety of video and live 
performances which included 
trampolining, dance and even  
a staff against Sixth Form 
basketball competition! 

The most prestigious award is 
the Sports Personality of the Year 
Award, which this year was award 
to Sophie Melard in recognition 
of her outstanding contribution 
to sport, leadership and academic 
endeavour throughout her career  
at The regis School.

The event celebrates everything 
that is great about sport at The 
regis School, and is the perfect 
opportunity to welcome the local 
community and celebrate students’ 
successes in a public forum. 

Shelly Rudman with Sports Personality of the Year Winner, Sophie
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Talking Heads  
An interview with Mike Buchanan
We were delighted when Head of Ashford School, Mike 
Buchanan agreed to be the first subject of our new 
Talking Heads feature. Blue Skies went to interview the 
man who has been at the helm of Ashford School for 
the last decade.

What’s great about your school?
Ashford School is best summarised by the two words: 
‘Adventurous Learning’. 

Whenever I am asked by prospective parents what this 
means I reply, with a wry smile on my face, ‘making people 
uncomfortable’. So it does mean finding the right mix of 
challenge and support for each individual at each stage as they 
develop and progress. We are continually reassessing where 
each child is and moving them on. So, for example, I can think 
of one Year 7 girl who came to us from a tiny village primary 
school and her first challenge was to stand in assembly with 
500 others. This was soon overcome and on she moved. 

A year or so ago we challenged the whole school to walk 
the 25 miles along the Pilgrims way between Ashford and 

Canterbury. despite protests, every pupil completed the 
challenge and one of the most vociferous objectors went out 
of her way to thank me for the experience. 

The challenge to be adventurous and embrace risk applies 
equally to all employees. For example, you will find colleagues 
here learning musical instruments alongside the pupils for 
the first time in their lives. Having never played an instrument 
before I am now being taught how to play in our junior 
orchestra by Hannah in Year 8 and so too are Anne, my PA 
(flute); rachel, the registrar (cello) and Lucinda, Head of MFL 
(cello). It sounds trivial but the modelling of behaviour and 
attitudes by adults in the school has a profound influence on 
the pupils and is at the heart of what we do.

How many years have you been with 
United Learning?
I will complete nine years in July. So far, I have only had three 
jobs in my life and have spent ten years in each of them. No, 
I’m not looking to move on but I am an opportunist and like to 
take risks so who knows?

How many years have you been at your 
current school?
When I was appointed as Head of Ashford School I was 
undertaking a sabbatical and rather than travel or write a book, 
I decided I wanted to spend my time doing something practical. 
This was at the start of the Academy programme in 2004. I had 
already been doing some work with the very first Academy, the 
Grieg Academy in Haringey, so wrote to the only two sponsors 
I had heard of, one of which was United Learning. I went on to 
help, in a very small way, establish the Chelsea Academy, the St 
Mary Magdalene Academy and Burlington danes Academy. In 
2005 I took on the Headship at Ashford School with the brief 
of merging it with another school, turning a school for girls in 
to a co-ed school and bringing it into the 21st century. I had in 
mind at the time a 15 year plan so we still have some way to go 
but the school was recently judged ‘outstanding’ in every one 
of the 16 different categories used by the Independent Schools 
Inspectorate and has grown by about 50% so I guess we are 
making decent progress.

Did you always want to be a  
Head teacher?
Yes, like most men, the confidence I have in my own ability 
far exceeds reality so I was clear before I left school that 
leadership was what I was good at and should seek out. 
Fortunately, I managed to fool a number of people into giving 
me opportunities to test out my theories along the way. I get 
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a buzz from giving people the encouragement and protection 
they need to be successful.

How would you describe your style?
I don’t cultivate a particular style as a Head. I am who I am 
and deal with situations and people on an individual basis. 
Privately, I am a shy introvert who prefers his own company 
and those of a few close friends and family. According to 
my colleagues, who I ask each year, I am confident, calm, 
approachable, honest, supportive, bold, moral, caring, irritating, 
impatient, inspiring, blunt, obsessive and never satisfied. I do 
try to adjust my behaviour on the basis on what people tell me. 
I think people want to have confidence in a Head as a leader 
and so value direction, clarity and consistency above all else.

What is the most important part of a 
Head’s job?
Making sure all obstacles are removed so that children can 
learn, grow and be successful.

Practically, this boils down to ensuring you have the best 
people (teachers and support staff) aligned to the values of the 
school and firing on all cylinders. Without this, no school will 
be as successful as it could be.

What do you enjoy most?
Seeing other people develop and be successful to an extent 
they never thought possible. I was talking to a colleague the 
other day who went off to a promotion at a very well known, 
highly selective school. despite enjoying her new opportunity, 
she was lamenting the lesser impact she was able to have on 
the pupils at her new school and this had brought home to 
her the enormous positive influence she had had on pupils 
at Ashford School. I feel the same. This is what drives me day 
to day. Mostly, as a Head, I have to work through agents (my 
colleagues) to achieve the same impact so much of my work 
now is with the adults in the school rather than the children.

What don’t you enjoy?
Holidays! I don’t like unstructured time and I’d rather be busy. 
A week sitting on a beach is my worst nightmare!

What is the most difficult thing you 
have to do?
Attend the funeral of a pupil in my daughter’s year following 
her death in a car accident.

Who or what influences your  
approach professionally?
I think everything I do and observe influences my approach 
which evolves daily. I am a very slow learner but there have 
been some key events, I guess. The first was being educated 
at a Benedictine school. I’m not a particularly religious or 
spiritual person but the school was so imbued with the rule of 
St Benedict that it helped me understand just how important 
values and ethos are in influencing the way young people 

form into adults. It was a wonderfully liberal education and it 
certainly set me on a path. The second key influences are the 
leaders I have worked under (thank you John, Tim, richard 
and Ewan); all very different in character and emphasis, and 
all uncompromising in their insistence on excellence without 
limits. The third is the course I undertook at Ashridge Business 
School which helped me to understand and be comfortable 
with myself. Alongside the views of my current colleagues, I 
draw on these influences all the time and, of course, on my 
Australian genes.

What was different from what  
you expected?
Nothing! I expected Headship to be exciting, challenging, 
lonely, rewarding, morally testing, stimulating, irritating, 
personal, liberating and convivial. It is! It’s the best job there 
is in a school; much less demanding than being a deputy and 
many more times rewarding.

What would you do differently (if you 
were to start your career again)?
What’s the saying, ‘youth is wasted on the young’? I enjoy 
the wisdom my many years of experience now gives me and 
part of that wisdom is embracing all the crass, stupid things 
I have done. So, would I do things differently? It’s not in my 
nature to but let’s imagine for a moment. I think I might be 
less impatient to climb the greasy pole of promotion and 
enjoy the moment more. on the other hand, I think I would be 
even bolder about change at a school where I was the Head. 
Hindsight is wonderful but ultimately futile!

What keeps you sane?
I’m not!

Who are your heroes?
Another one of those irritating questions! The cult of hero 
worship and celebrity!

I read a lot of biographies and historical accounts. I have 
enjoyed the political biographies of people such as Tony Blair, 
Peter Mandelson and Gordon Brown as well as Steve Jobs, 
General Slim, Wellington’s code breaker, Nikita Khrushchev, 
Sebastian Coe, Steve Waugh etc.

What do you value most about working 
within United Learning?
That’s simple; the people of like mind who are focused on 
providing the best education and care they can for our pupils. 
There are many talented people amongst the 5,000 or so 
employees and I learn a great deal from them. Much of the 
reason Ashford School is successful (though by no means 
perfect) is that I have been able to steal and adapt good ideas 
from Academies and Independent Schools within the Group 
and work in partnership with other Heads and Principals. 
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